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ABSTRACT 
A simple formula can be given for the number of subtrees of the arc digraph D* of a 
directed graph D, in terms of the number of subtrees of D, thereby generalizing certain 
results of van Aardenne-Ehrenfest and de Bruijn [I]. 
Let D be a directed graph with vertices v i ,  v2 ..... v,~, and with a~.k arcs 
leading from vj to vk 9 We write 
crj = ~ aj~ = outdegree o fv j  ; (1) 
l~k<~n 
% = ~ ask = indegree o fvk .  (2) 
The arc digraph D* is a directed graph with cr 1 + a2 + "'" 4- cr,~ vertices, 
one for each arc of  D;  a vertex of  D*, which corresponds to an arc from 
v~. to vk in  D, wil l  be denoted Ajk 9 (There may be several vertices of  D* 
with the same name Ajk,  but they will be regarded as distinct.) D* is a 
directed graph, with exactly 0 or 1 arcs leading f rom Aj~ to A~,k, according 
as k - -#j '  or k = j ' .  Hence D* has al~- 1 + cr2~- + ... + cr~rn arcs. 
(The concept of  an arc digraph seems to have appeared first for special 
digraphs in a paper  by de Bruijn [2] and for the general case in a paper  by 
Harary and Norman [3].) 
A vertex vk is called a source or "t ransmitter"  if ~-~ ----- 0; D* contains no 
vertices J/Jk when vk is a source. We will assume that vertices vl ,...~ vm of D 
are non-sources, and vertices v,,,+l ..... vn are sources. The derived graph D' 
is the graph on vertices v~ ,..., v,~ obtained from D by deleting all sources 
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(and of course all arcs leading from sources). The number Tk will always 
refer to the number of arcs whose final vertex is vk in D, not in D'. 
The matrix C = (C~-~) of  D is defined by the rule 
C~.~ = crjSj~ --  a~.~. (3) 
This matrix dearly has the form 
c' o 
where C'  is the matrix of  D'. (As usual we use "*"  to stand for part of  a 
matrix whose entries are not being specified in detail.) 
An oriented subtree of D with root vj is a set of  n --  1 arcs e2 ..... en such 
that for 1 ~< k ~< n, there is an oriented path along these arcs from 
vk to vj. A well-known theorem due to Tutte [4] states that the number of 
oriented subtrees of D with root vj is the cofactor of C5~ in the matrix of D. 
These concepts are all illustrated in Figure 1, which shows a digraph D 
with 4 vertices, v 4 being a source. The arc digraph D* has 8 vertices and 
16 edges. One of the four oriented subtrees of  D with root vl is shown. 
(Subtrees using different arcs from v2 to vl are considered istinct.) The 
matrices of  D, D', and D* are 
(a) Digraph D (b) Arc digraph D* 
(c) Derived graph D' (~ 
FIGURE I 
% 
(!)~ |  
Oriented subtree of D 
with root v 1 
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C = (:i 
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--1 0 0 
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0 0 
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0 --1 
0 --1 
0" 
0 
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0 
--1 
--1 
0 
1 
Notice that we have partitioned C* into a 3 • 3 array of submatrices; in
general, it is possible to partition C* into an m • m array of submatrices 
Bkk', for 1 ~ k, k'  ~< m, if we group together vertices Aj~ with equal k. 
The submatrix B~, then represents the relations between vertices of the 
forms Aj~ and A~.,k' in D*. 
We wish to count the number of oriented subtrees of D* having a given 
root, for a general directed graph D. The following theorem gives the 
desired formula: 
THEOREM. The number of  oriented subtrees of D* with root As.k" is 
9 (t o- ~i ~ %~ cr',~-! m (5) 
where t~ is the number of oriented subtrees of D' with root vj , and where the 
sum is over al l j  such that A~. is a vertex of D* distinct from Asoe" . (Ifvj is a 
source, t~ = 0.) 
PROOF: There is no loss of generality in assuming that k0 = 1, since 
k 0 ~< m. We construct he matrix C*, partitioned into submatrices Bkk" 
as above, with its first row and column corresponding to AJol. Let C* be 
the matrix C* with the indeterminate A added to the upper left corner 
element. Since det C* = 0, Tutte's theorem implies det Ca* = At where t 
is the desired number of subtrees. 
The determinant of Ca* may be evaluated as follows: Add columns 
together so that the first column of  each submatrix contains the sum of the 
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columns9 Then subtract he first row of each submatrix from the other 
rows. This transforms Ca* into submatrices where if k if= k', 
( C,~,~. * ..*) BT~k" = 0 0 "'" 0 9 o . 
\ 6 o...o 
since Bkk' originally contained columns of the form 
0 1 
and the number of columns of the latter type is --Qk'. Similarly for k --- k' 
we have the square submatrix 
Bkk  = 
For example the matrix 
r~+ 1 
--A 
(C~+A~kl  * "'" * )  
- -A3k l  o" k 0 " '"  0 . @1 0 
C* of (4) would be transformed into 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 2 
--2 --1 --1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
L 
Consequently 
0 
0 
0 
0 
,~-1 ... ~,-1 det det C* = ~2 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 0 --1 
0 3 0 
--1 0 1 
0 0 0 
- -  1 0 TM 
0 0 
0 
0 
1 
A 
--,~ 
--A 
- i  
0 
k_ 0 
* * ... , 
(h 0 "" 0 
0 ~1"" 0 
0 0 ~1 
* * -.. , 
* ~ . . .  , 
CI  2 .... Ci m 
0 ... 0 
0 ... 0 
' ' "  0 
C22 "'" C2~ 
Cm2 "'" Cmm. 
(6) 
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where we have factored out and removed rows and columns when the row 
contains 0"k on the diagonal as its only non-zero element, and we have then 
added the last m --  1 columns to the first column. 
The *'s remaining in (6) consist of  at most one --1 in each column, 
appearing in the row containing Cj., ..- Qm if the column corresponds to 
An. Hence the value of the determinant in (6) comes to 
;~f[1-1 cofactor (Gil l) - -  • Z f~l-* cofactor (C'n) 
summed over the same values o f j  as in (5). Since cofactor (Cj0 ---- cofactor 
(Cjj), an application of Tutte's theorem completes the proof. 
We now consider important special cases of the theorem. The directed 
graph D is balanced if 0"k = r~ for all k; this means both row and column 
sums of its matrix C vanish, hence all cofactors are identical (and the 
number of subtrees is independent of the root). A "source" vertex of a 
balanced digraph has both ak and rk = 0, so it is completely isolated and 
D contains no subtrees (unless n = 1). However, notice that it is possible 
for D* to have subtrees even though D has isolated vertices, and that 
accounts for the appearance of D' in the theorem. I f  D is balanced, D' is 
just D minus its isolated vertices. In this special case, the theorem takes 
the following simple form: 
I f  D is a balanced digraph, the number of oriented subtrees of D* with 
root AJoko is 
~-1 ~,-~ ... ~m-lt/%o ' (7) 0"1 f  
where t is the number of oriented sub trees of D' with a given root. 
For there are 0"k ~ --  I equal terms in the sum within (5). 
The arc digraph D* is balanced if D is regular, i.e., if 
T1 = . . . .  Tn =0"1  = "'" - - - - f in  =(7 .  
In this case formula (7) becomes 
an(~ (8) 
A well-known theorem of van Aardenne-Ehrenfest and de Bruijn [I] 
states that the number of Eulerian circuits in a balanced digraph D is 
t(0.1 -- 1)! ... (f,,  - -  1)!, where t is the number of oriented subtrees of D'  
having a given root. The special case (8) of our theorem therefore implies 
that when D is regular, the number of Eulerian circuits of D* is a- l ( f ! )  n(~ 
times the number of Eulerian circuits of D. This corollary was proved by 
van Aardenne-Ehrenfest and de Bruijn [1] using an interesting but con- 
siderably more complicated argument, 
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The relative simplicity of equation (5) suggests that the above theorem 
could be established by some combinatorial  construction relating subtrees 
of D* with subtrees of D, but there seems to be no obvious way to do this. 
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